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1. Introduction
There are many situations in which a user must prove his authority
to others. The easiest and most direct way is to prove his identity. From
the standpoint of privacy protection, however, the user often prefers to
conceal his identity, that is, t o prove his authority as an anonymous user

[Cl]. When a user is granted service privileges based on his membership of a certain group, for example, a special discount rate is available
to members of a group, it is more essential to prove his authority rather
than to show his identity. We call this type of authentication, membership
authentication [C2, IiMIl]. This authentication convinces verifiers that
the user is a valid member of a certain group without revealing his identity, while user authentication proves the validity of a user by displaying
his identity.
When these membership authentication schemes are implemented
with smart cards, the following problems have to be considered.
Efficiency: When a user participates in many groups, he must keep
one smart card for each group. This is very inefficient. Thus, these
cards should b e combined into a single card. In other words, if a
secret key represents membership in a group, many secret keys must
be replaced with a single secret key.
Group Isolation: When a user participates in many groups, he may
want to conceal group membership so that no third party or group
can determine the user’s membership in other groups.
Hierarchy: The range of services available or soon to be available
to smart card users is extremely rich and varied. It is obvious that
financial institutions and credit companies will want to issue cards
with different service ratings. High level cards can access a broadrange
of services, while low level cards are restricted to just one or two
services. The services or groups are arranged hierarchically, and a
user, who is a member of a superior group, is automatically a member
of all affiliated lower groups.
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To implement membership authentication or related services, several schemes have been proposed by [C2], [MMIl], [I<]and [AT, MTMA].
However, the schemes of [CZ, KMIl] do not treat the hierarchical situation, and do not satisfy the group isolation conditions either. T h e scheme
of [K] is an inefficient authentication in which a high position user must

keep excessive secret information. The access control scheme proposed
by [AT, MTMA] uses cryptographic key assignment, however, it can not
be used directly as an authentication scheme.
In this paper, we propose two membership authentication schemes
using an extension of the Fiat-Shamir scheme, which solve the above
mentioned problems. Each scheme stores only one master secret key in
a card in order t o prove various memberships, that is, memory usage
is very efficient in the proposed schemes. These schemes allow a user,
who occupies one position in a hierarchical structure, to authenticate
his membership of any lower position without revealing his identity or
original position, that is, the hierarchical property is realized and the
group isolation is ensured with our schemes. Moreover, each verifier can
check membership validity using public information independent of the
number of users in an off-line environment. Therefore, they are suitable
for smart card applicatioiis.
2. Components

Each scheme has the following components.
Center - an organization established through the cooperation of various groups. It issues multipurpose smart cards. There is secret information known only to the center. The center can not access the
secret information of the various groups.
0

Group Administrator - an organization that authenticates a member’s identification when he registers with the group. The administrator also maintains a member’s database, which stores each member’s
qualification information; address, salary, age etc., which is private
information.
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User - a member of one or several groups.
Verifier - a n entity that checks membership validity. Typical examples
of verifiers are terminals that can read various smart cards. These
terminals are located in shops where various smart cards are used.

3. Requirements
There are seven requirements for membership authentication for hierarchical multigroups [OkOh].

(1) Completeness - a true user is judged valid by any verifier who uses
public informat ion.
(2) Soundness - a false user is not judged valid by verifiers.
(3) Anonymity - identity of user is secret to the verifier and any third
party.

(4) Group isolation - information as to which groups a user belongs
is secret to everyone except the respective group administrators.
Hereafter, we assume there is no conspiracy of group administrators.

( 5 ) Efficiency of verifier - verification is implemented in an off-line
environment, that is, a verifier does not have to access the center or
group administrators for verification. The amount of information
used by a verifier does not depend on the number of users.
(6) Efficiency of user - the amount of information used by a user does
not depend on the number of groups the user belongs to.
(7) Group hierarchy - when the set of groups is hierarchical, a user,
who is a member of a certain set of groups, is a member of all
lower affiliated groups. That is, the card can generate secret membership information corresponding to lower groups from the one
piece of secret information that corresponds t o the highest groups
a user belongs to. It is important to ensure that the card can only
generate information about the user’s groups.
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4. The Proposed Schemes

We propose two schemes that satisfy the above mentioned requirements. The first one is center oriented, and the second one is user oriented. In both schemes, the user’s card stores the secret hierarchical
membership information defined as a form similar to those proposed by

Akl et al. in the construction method of hierarchical access key [AT,
MTMA] and by Chaum in the denomination scheme [C3]. A user uses
one piece of secret hierarchical membership information, we call it his
master secret key. We apply both the blind signature technique [Cl] and
the pseudonym encryption technique [C4] to generate the master secret
key in the first scheme, and we use Euclid’s algorithm to calculate it from
several pieces of secret membership information issued by the group administrators separately in the second scheme. These techniques ensure
group isolation and anonymity. The user generates membership information from the master secret key, and proves that he has the membership
information by using the extended Fiat-Shamir scheme [GQ, OhOkl] or
its symmetric version [O] in both schemes.
4.1 Groups Hierarchical Structure
We assume a set of groups has a structure of partial order (see Fig.1).
The notation (0)
indicates a group, and a line indicates an order relationship. That is, G, 2 Gj means that group G; has a higher position
than group Gj. This notation ( 2 )satisfies the order relationship.

4.2 Center Key Generation and Distribution

The center randomly generates two large prime numbers p and 4 and
keeps them secret. It also generates public information, such as n(= p x q ) ,
a E Z,, where 2, = (0, 1, - - . ,n - l}, and bi, which corresponds to
group G; (i = 1 , 2 , . . - >and satisfies b0t.h gcd(b;,bj) = 1 ( i # j ) and
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Fig.1 Hierarchical structure of groups

gcd(bi7 L ) = 1, where L = Zcm(p - 1,q - 1). It moreover calculates

that is, e; is the product of { b j } whose index j correponds to that of G;
or groups lower than G,. Finally, the center distributes public keys to
users and verifiers.
Only in the second scheme, the center secretly distributes membership information 20; =
mod n, where l/e; is the inverse element of
e i in modL, to the group administrator of G;.
4.3 G r o u p Administrators S i g n a t u r e K e y Generat ion and Reg-

ist rat ion
Each group administrator generates a key for a digital signature
scheme, and registers the public key in a public information directory.
This procedure is necessary in the first scheme.
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4.4 User’s Secret Master Key Generation
Let
represent a set of indexes of groups a user belongs to, and
this user already has the master secret key w corresponding t o r, where
1
w = a x mod n and A =
b j . Suppose the user becomes a member
of a new group Gj (z.e., i 6 I?). Note that if I? is an empty set then
w = a.

njEr

(1) Scheme 1 (Center Oriented)

The master key generation algorithm proposed here combines the
blind signature technique [Cl] and the pseudonym encryption technique
[C4] in order t o protect user’s privacy.
First, the user calculates c = rei -wmod n, where T is a random number in 2, satisfying gcd(r, n ) = 1, and sends it to the group administrator
of G;. After the group administrator confirms the user’s qualifications,
the user receives a digital signature s of c from Gi, and sends (c, s) to the
center.
The center checks the validity of (c,s) using the public information
of the group administrator G;. When the check is passed, the center
calculates d = c ’ / ~ ;mod n, where l/e; is the inverse element of ei in
modL, and sends it t o the user.
Finally, the user calculates a new master secret key w’ corresponding
t o r’,where I?‘ = I? u{jl G; 2 Gj}, as follows:

Note that the blind signature technique is used for the communications between users and group administrators to ensure group isolation,
and the pseudonym encryption technique is used for communications between users and the center to ensure user anonymity.
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('2) Scheme 2 (User Orknted)
Euclid's algorithm is used here in order to generate master secret
keys. Since the user calculates his new master secret key by himself, the
blind signature and pseudonym encryption techniques are not necessary.
First, the user requests the group administrator G; to issue secret
membership information w; =
mod n, where l/e; is the inverse
element of e; in modL.
Then, the user calculates a new master secret key w' corresponding
to I", where I" = I? U { j l G; 2 G i } , from w and 20; in the following way:
Step 1: The user calculates B =
b,.
Step 2: He calculates c = B / A and d = B/e;.
Step 3: He calculates Q and ,f3 satisfying

njEr,

using Euclid's algorithm. Note that gcd(c,d) = 1
holds, since B = lcm(A,e;)holds.
Step 4: He calculates w"wf mod n. (If I? is an empty set
then w = a and A = 1.)
mod
Note that since w;= a1Iel mod n , w'= u l i B mod n and w =
n imply w''
w (mod n ) and d d w, (mod n ) , then wawiP
(w'c)a(w'd)b= w'"'+Pd 3 w' (mod n ) holds.

=

=

4.5 Users Membership Authentication

When the user attempts to prove his membership of group GI,(i.e.7 k E

I"), he calculates member information wk corresponding to Gk from the
master secret key w' as follows:

wk = wIB' mod n = a l l e k mod n,

where the notation

3 means the complement set of S.

Finally, the user convinces a verifier that he has secret membership
information wk,which satisfies W? f a (mod n ) , by using the extended
Fiat-Shamir scheme or its symmetric version, where e k is the public information corresponding to group Gk and a is the public information of
the system.
5. Discussion

Since each scheme stores only one master secret key in a card, efficiency of user is realized.
During the authentication phase, since the extended Fiat-Shamir
scheme [GQ, OhOkl] or its symmetric version [O] are used, completeness,
soundness and efficiency of verifier are realized.
Since both the blind signature and pseudonym encryption techniques
are applied to generate the master secret key in Scheme 1, and Euclid’s
algorithm is used in Scheme 2, group isolation and anonymity properties
are ensured.
The group hierarchy property, that the card can only generate information allek mod n corresponding to lower groups Gk from the master
secret key w’, was ensured by the recent result of Everste and van Heyst
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6. Applications

The proposed schemes are applicable to membership authentication
without hierarchy. Consider the three groups, Gj,G; and GI. Gi and GI
have the same level, and are subordinated to the higher group Gj where
G j = G; f l GI, b j = 1, and e3 = e; x e:. Our scheme is applicable to this
situation providing “( Gi nG:) authentication” [KMI2] without modifying
any public information.
With the proposed schemes, if new relationships between the highest
group and another group are introduced or a new group is added to the
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highest position in the hierarchical structure, only the public information
corresponding t o the new group is influenced. However, if lower group
sets are restructured, the public information corresponding to all higher
groups is influenced. Therefore, extension of the-hierarchical structure of
groups should be considered in advance.
Membership signature schemes for hierarchical multigroups can also
be realized in a similar way using the extended Fiat-Shamir scheme [GQ,
OhOkl] or its symmetric version [O].
Our schemes are also applicable t o membership authentications in a
company’s hierarchical organization or in access control services of computer systems, without revealing any private information such as the
person’s name or true position.
The schemes can also be used, when the set of groups are constructed
hierarchically in reverse order.

7. Conclusion
We have proposed two membership authentication schemes that generate master secret keys for hierarchical multigroups. In order to generate a master secret key ensuring the user’s privacy, one uses the blind
signature and pseudonym encryption techniques and the other uses Euclid’s algorithm. The schemes satisfy all requirements for membership
authentication in hierarchical multigroups. However, the security of the
proposed schemes has not yet been confirmed.
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